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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Fremont Pet Sitter Is Now Expanding Its Business For The Spring Season
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Summary
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Now that spring is officially here, people are beginning to plan trips for their
vacations. There is always the problem of what to do with the pets however. The
Fremont pet sitter, www.thewoofpack.com is now offering services to keep up with
spring demand including a pet taxi service, dog bathing, and overnight stays.
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Fremont, CA (IPRWIRE) Tuesday, March 24, 2009 – The Woof Pack, a Fremont pet
sitter service, is now announcing that they will be expanding their line of services
for the spring season. As the weather gets nicer, people are much more likely to go
on vacations, so pet sitters like Rick Delgado, owner of the company, find
themselves needing to expand in order to keep up with the business.
The services that are now being added to the company’s list are overnight stays, a
pet taxi service, and dog bathing. Overnight stays are very popular with pet owners
who are going out of town, either for vacation or business, and need someone to
stay with their pets. It is important however that they choose someone who is
experienced. "Pets are part of the family, and pet owners need to make sure they
trust the person taking care of them,” says Delgado.
One customer, Aaron Myers, recently went on vacation to Hawaii and requested The
Woof Pack to look after his dog, Ty. Aaron had doubts about using the service
because it was going to be a long trip. When it was all over he was exceedingly
pleased with how Ty was taken care of. “I will definitely recommend The Woof Pack
to all my friends, and I know that if I need help in caring for Ty, I will call them in a
heartbeat,” Aaron said.
To learn more, visit www.thewoofpack.com.

About The Woof Pack:
The Woof Pack is a Fremont pet sitter founded by Rick Delgado in 2005. The
company provides dog walking and pet sitting services for cats, dogs, birds, fish, and
other household pets to Fremont and other select East Bay cities. In addition to
these services, the company now offers overnight stays, a pet taxi service, and dog
bathing as well. The company has a proven track record of client satisfaction and
offers a 100 percent money back guarantee on all services.
(An http://IPRWire.com Press Release)
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